
What Is An Ideology?

Vision of a good society

Personal set of beliefs

Ideas for a group of people

Political use started with Karl Marx

Person who owns is those who controls, but 
Marx wanted to flip that

If you are in control of the working class, you 
have control over the minds of most people

“-isms”

No proper definition

Political

Ideology is a pair of goggles

Could be for the ruling class

Whole whack of different definitions

Explain how political change can move us 
forward

“Science of ideas”

Different ideologies have different definitions 
of the word ideology

Worldview

Organized political action

How do they make sense of the world?

Could also be for the exploited or the 
oppressed

Originated in French RevolutionAntoinne Destutt de Tracy

Influences everything, even outside of politics

Political 
Ideologies

Nationalism

Patriotism is different

Defends country to the point that it supports 
their beliefs

“My country is always right”

“My country can do better”

Expressed how?

Magazines, newspapers, songs music, 
speeches

Multimedia

Artwork Group of 7

Writing and telling of history

Political actions

Identity celebrations

Nation should be in charge of political 
organization

Sense of belonging amongst a group of 
people

Nationalism giveth and nationalism taketh 
away

Germany after WWI

Austria-Hungary Empire post WWI
More of a cultural construct

Reinforces a sense of belonging
America (sorta)

Germany (HITLER)

Can quickly evolve into discrimination However, not inherently good or bad

Xenophobia

Who’s with us and who isn’t?

Environmentalism

Nature should be the focus of social 
organization

What does nature need?

The Green Party

Religious 
Fundamentalism

Rejects difference of politics and religion One and the same

No separation of church and stateVatican City

Iran

Commitment to beliefs that are seen as 
fundamental or basic

No change

Militaristic ideology Use of violence to achieve it’s aims

Crusades

Stereotypes come with it (ISIS vs Christians)

liberalism

Individual 

Unique but equal

Certain rules

Justice and tolerance

Each person gets what’s coming to them 

Your stature, intellect, and positions of power 
are taken into consideration when certain 
actions are taken

Individual rights are acknowledged 

Reason Rules apply but you can still be yourself

Not the Canadian political party

Conflict

conservatism 

Tradition 
Preservation of values, practices and 
institutions

No change allowed
Everything is built on tradition

Once again, not the Canadian party

Human imperfection 

Catholic belief of humans are no perfect Can never be perfect

Need stability and security provided by the 
government 

Path to getting to where we could be involves 
government keeping stability in their lives

Organic society

Cannot exist outside of society

Social groups nurture them

Community

Family

Friends

Hierarchy and authority

Hierarchy develops naturally

Property

Individuals should own properties

Encourage owning property 

Private savings

Less likely to do damage if 
you own your own

Fascism

Reaction against rationalism

One guy makes one decision

No reason

There is just an answer

Life is a struggle
Eliminate the week

Strongest survive

Natural selection
No equality

There is an 
elite

Nationalism
People and nations are superior

Once again, nazis

“New” (WWII)

Dictators

Mussolini

HitlerStrong leader

Capitalism

Focussed on profit

The Market

Money money money

Runs everything

Makes certain people better than others

Rich surviveOwn oil and real estate 

Supply and demand

Society’s trade is in orderPeople bring their goods to sell to consumers

Economic Growth

Worlds richest consume the most

All people increase their material wealth

Maintaining order is demandant on people 
needing money

Totalitarianism

The state is in the hands on one or small 
group

Putin

Stalin

No freedom

Total control

Controls it’s people

Anarchism

Opposition to state

Authority is an offence against principals of 
freedom and equality

Natural goodness of humansWithout a state, humans would natural fall into 
cooperation

Feminism

Politics of the individual 

People should be equal

Women were seen as “less than”, feminisms 
hate that

Concept of patriarchy to describe the 
difference between men and women

Sex and gender are differentPlease

Starts the conversation

A scale, shows a balance

Socialism

Human nature

People can change

No fate or destiny

Everyone has the capacity to become 
something greater 

CommunityCommon humanity

Bonds of everyone, “we are all 
brothers and sisters”

Cooperation

Not a competition

Natural relationship

Equality

Everything (wealth, race, etc)

Committed

EVERYONE

Class politics

Determining factor of society

Eliminate ideas that people are 
unequal

Not born into a certain class 
(monarchy is BS)

Common ownership

No one should have more or less than 
someone else

“To each a origine to his ability, to 
each according to his need”

Globalisation

Only way to unite everything is to unite literally 
everything

Communists love this

Economies, societies and cultures become 
united through a global network


